Dear Friends,

This is a different newsletter, it is all about thanks. The students of the world owe you the Supercourse Faculty for your minds, for your help, for your heart. You have built the world’s largest network in public health, and the world’s largest donated knowledge to improve the health of person kind. Our group wanted to thank you based upon our diverse background.

Ahsanteni sana - Swahili for “thank you all” - From Charles Xavier Ombwa

To everyone who is contributiong to the supercourse,
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Tomoko

"Dear friends, with Thanksgiving coming up, we would like to thank you for your support and help!"
Wendy

English (or American!!!) is a simple language. Words cannot express the thanks in two simple words. Hope a web address will do!!
(http://www.elite.net/~runner/jennifers/thankyou.htm). Like Feyman, I always believe in the pleasure of finding things out.
Warm regards
Denish

Tomar shobkichhur jonyo ojosro dhonyobaad, bondhu, bhalo theko! - Bengali for “thank you for all you have done friend, stay well!” - From Arin Basu

"Dorogie collegi, Spasibo Vam za pomosh’ i podderzhku v rabote nad proektom Supercourse, ispolzuite lektzii proekta, prisilaite svoi lektzii dla obuchenia drugich. Eshe raz SPASIBO za vashu pomosh’." - From Eugene Shubnikov

Tumchya sahakarya baddal amhi sarva abhari ahot - Marathi for "We all are thankful for your support" - From Mita Lovalekar

Apke sahayog ke liye hum sab apke abhari hein - Hindi for "We all are thankful for your support" - From Mita Lovalekar

According to the old Russian saying, having 100 friends is better than having 100 roubles (or dollars). As of today, Supercourse has over 10000 friends, which goes above and beyond the ancient Russian wisdom. We would like to thank everybody for their participation and for providing over 1500 lectures to the Supercourse. Sharing knowledge with your colleagues world wide is the best gift you can give, especially for those who do not have access to this information otherwise. - From Faina Linkov

Shukran Jazeelan - Arabic for “Thank you very much” - From Abdullatif Husseini
I wanted to thank you, as my memories of Thanksgiving were to drive 300 km through very snowy weather to Buffalo New York to see my family. You all are now part of my family.

We owe so much to the people who do the incredible work on the Supercourse, Faina, Mita, Eugene, Akira, EunRyoung, Tomoko, Abed, Fred, Charles, Arin, Rania, Seok-won, Soni, Wendy, Sherine, Suad, Denish, Akam and others. These are people from all across world who are working together to capture and communicate the knowledge of prevention. These young people are the reason we are successful and will continue to be successful.

Thanks to them from the Supercourse faculty, and thanks to the Supercourse Faculty. Happy Thanksgiving

If you would like to come of this list, please send a note to super2@pitt.edu